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DEVELOPMENT OF A SECOND GENERATION OF SPT

J.P. BUGEAT, C. KOPPEL*

Abstract

"Since the emergence for Western space industry of the SPT, SEP has evaluated the benefits of this
technology as well as the improvement that would be valuable for the telecommunication spacecraft
propulsion.
A specification for a second generation of SPT has been derived and proposed to potential customers,
and SEP has begun the development of the SPT M2, with the support of CNES.
The paper describes:
* the performance studies showing the benefit of improvements of SPT,
* the specification of this SPT M2,
* the trade off studies and tests results that were taken into consideration to choose the configuration

of the new thruster,
* the thruster main features, main performance and physical characteristics,
* the foreseen development activities to complete qualification.

1. INTRODUCTION

Having worked continuously in the field of These works have lead to the definition of a
electric propulsion since the beginning of the new arrangement of the discharge chamber
seventies SEP has very soon, after the opening allowing to have a better control of the voltageof the former USSR, evaluated the interest of gradient along the channel and a better fit with
SPT technology for spacecraft propulsion and the magnetic lines leading to more efficient
mainly for North/South Station Keeping of focusing effect of the out coming beam from
telecommunication satellites, the channel, fig 2.1.
SEP has initiated several co-operations with Several prototypes have been built in order, in
Russian institutes, laboratories (MIREA, a first step, to optimise the configuration (A2,
RIAME, MAI) and industry (FAKEL) in order A3 and A4) and then to size to configuration to
to provide to the European space industry SPT the required thrust level ( 80 mN) on A5
thrusters as well as an expertise with the model.
necessary perennity on a long term basis. In The general layout of the thruster is
this scope SEP, with the support of CNES, has presented on fig. 2.2. This arrangement
performed the first steps of the development of allows, using a three coils configuration, to
an improved SPT that will be ultimately monitor the magnetic field along the
qualified and manufactured by FAKEL and discharge/acceleration channel and to have:
SEP. The concept of this thruster is directly * a zero field region near by the anode,
derived from the prototypes designed by Pr. * the adequate gradient at the output of
A.I. Morozov and tested at MIREA during the discharge chamber.
last 4 years. -The other characteristic of this concept

relies in the separation of the gas injector
2. NEW CONCEPT DESCRIPTION and the anode, the "buffer chamber" which

is in between allows to:
The new concept is the result of the works -gives a better gas distribution in the
performed under Pr. A. MOROZOV scientific ionisation region,
leadership in the laboratory of MIREA * limit the interactions between the
Moscow Institute of Radio Electronics and plasma and the rear side of the
Automatism)[ref. 1 - 2]. chamber.

* SEP, GPPE, Aerodrome de Melun Villaroche -
77550 Moissy Cramayel, FRANCE.
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FIGURE 2.1 - SCHEMATICS OF SP M2 OPERATON VERSUS SPT 100
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FIGURE 2.2 - PROTOTYPE GENERAL LAYOUT

3. ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW satellite component because the ions having an

CONCEPT energy higher than 30 eV can erode the
CONCEPT material of these components: this process in

The main advantages of the new concept are known as sputtering, and the eroded thickness

lisThe main advantagesof the ew concept are can be significant mainly for the photoelectric
listed below: 

t,

Sless ceramic erodedvolume (SPT M2 creates cells of the solar panels (thickness of the

less contaminant products), coating layer of the cells, thickness of the.
less contaminant products), electrical circuit).

" better focalisation of the ion jet (the electrical circuit).
divergence is redu ed). Because, contrarily of most Russian satellites,

This last advantage).eems to be the more the Western geostationary satellites are

important one for the user point of view, designed with their solar panels along the

indeed, a prime o tracto r of satellite is North/South axis of the satellite, we conceive

confronted to two contrary goals for the easily that the work of optimisation to install

thruster layout on his satellite. the plasma thruster on the satellite should take

Firstly, he wants the:best efficiency for the into account the characteristics of the ion beam

orbit correction manoeuvres, that is for produced by the thruster.

North/South Station Keeping, he wants to When the thrusters are installed along an axis

install the thruster axis along the North/South with an angle of 450 w.r.t. the North/South

insa the ster ais te t axis, the effective thrust is only 70 % of the

axis of the satellite. nominal thrust of the thruster.

But after that, he wants also the best lifetime of nominal thrust of the thruster.

the components of the satellite. To do that he

tries to install the thruster far away from any
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When this angle reaches a value of only 300 or volume reduction and a classical bipropellant
250, the effective thrust reaches 86 % or 90 % apogee manoeuvre).
of the nominal thrust of the thruster. That means also that the better focalisation of
Those last figures are very representative of the the SPT M2 leads to economise more than the

SPT M2, see the focalisation plot, fig. 4.1. mass of 4 SPT thrusters.
The net advantage of the better focalisation can Due to this better focalisation, other

be expressed in terms of reduction of mass of advantages for the prime contractor can be

Xenon 18 % or 22 % that is 105 kg or 100 kg foreseen: the layout of the telecommunication

instead of 130 kg Xenon. antennas is less constraint. The SPT M2, with
In other words, when speaking in term of mass his better focalisation, allows the installation of

at launch, the advantage of reducing the mass larger antennas. An example of a special layout
of Xenon of 25 kg becomes a reduction of 50 of the thrusters is given fig. 3.1 [ref. 5]
kg at launch (taking into account the tank
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FIGURE 3.1: PTr M2 LAYOUT ON GOMS SATELLITE, THRUSTERS ARE ON NORTH SIDE, NEAR THE ANTENNAS.

4. A4/A5 MAIN TEST RESULTS

4.1. A4 preliminary tests
The main results have already been presented

As described previously, the test program has in previous papers [ref. 4] and can be
been conducted first on "small" (470 mm) summarised as follow:
thrusters in order to define the proper * the ionisation of the Xe occurs deeper in the
configuration in smaller test facilities, channel,
The first tests were performed in MIREA * the shape of the beam is clearly modified as
laboratories and then, since June 1993, in SEP well on the visual aspect as on the record fig.
larger test bench. 4.1 and then give a better overall
Differences between the results were found focalisation,
and attributed to test facilities performances * in the good working mode the discharge
and -configurations differences. The SEP test current decrease of about 10% when
results were confirmed in the KB FAKEL changing from the standard (as on SPT100)
facility. "spike" mode to the well focused "tube" one.

I
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Several models of A4 were manufactured by order to calculate the behaviour of the

MIREA and by SEP in order to check the different parts and thermal stresses induced

influence of the materials on the performances in the thruster by the firing conditions as well

of the thruster: -as the thermal fluxes; the fig. 4.3 show the

* magnetic circuit materials, output of the calculation for 350 V of
* ceramic chamber insulator, discharge chamber.
* coils manufacturing technology.
In parallel dedicated works were conducted in These calculations allowed uis taking into
order to have a better understanding of the account the material properties to estimate the
behaviour: margins of operation of the A4 and to size the
* the secondary electron emission was new prototype able to deliver a thrust of

measured on several ceramic materials by an - 80 mN with margin allowing to have more
ONERA laboratory ; fig. 4.2 presents such a than 100 mN steady state without problem for
curve measured on BN sample, the materials.

* a thermal modelisation cf. A4 thruster has
been performed using IDEAS software in
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FIGURE 4.1 - IMPROVEMENT OF FOCALISATION ON SPT M2
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FIGURE 4.2 - MEASUREMENT OF SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION RATE VERSUS ENERGY ON BORON NITRIDE CERAMIC
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The last test performed with the A4 version The more recent step of the programme was a
was a long duration test of more than 200 long duration test which was performed with a
hours for the preliminary evaluation of the continuous check of the performances and of
erosion rate into the ceramics (pure Boron erosion rate measured by optical method and
Nitride). This test was performed at 350 V and without return to atmospheric pressure.
4 mg/s (Xe flow in the chamber) with a thrust The test of a total duration of 740 h was
level of about 70 mN. performed in a quasi-continuous firing mode,
The erosion pattern measured at the end of the the thruster being stopped" only for thrust
test fig. 4.4 gave encouraging results with an measurement and during the cryogenic pumps
overall volume of ceramic eroded of 2 cm3  regeneration; this allowed to accumulate about
which can be compared to about 5 cm 3 for SPT 150 hours of firing time per week.
100 during the same time (at thrust slightly The test was performed at:
higher -80 mN). * constant (regulated) Xe flowrate 4.3 mg/s,

* 350 V discharge voltage.

4.2. A5 test programme The thrust was found to be very constant
78 ± 2 mN.

The A5 fig. 2.2 was designed to be adjustable The evolution of the overall volume of ceramic
(length and width of the channel position of eroded versus time is presented on fig 4.5 and
the coil) and the first step of the test the erosion rate on the internal and external
programme was dedicated to a parametric ceramics is presented on to the fig. 4.6.
study in order to: Any how some conclusion can be drawn:
- optimise the performances, * the eroded volume is lower than in SPT 100
* define a configuration compatible with the for a similar thrust level (78 mN),

lifetime goals. * some modifications are to be made to
Some secondary parameters such as the the actual configuration in order to increase the
influence of the dimensions of the buffer thickness of external ceramic and to reduce the
chamber (diameter and length) were also erosion length (about 15 mm on internal
checked in order to ease the design and ceramic whereas on SPT 100 the value is about
development of the flight version. 8 mm only).
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FIGURE 4.3 - NUMERICAL MODELISATION OF THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF A4 PROTOTYPE
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FIGURE 4.4 - EROSION THICKNESS ON THE CERAMICS OF A4 THRUSTER AFTER 210 HOURS FIRING
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FIGURE 4.5 - A5 LONG DURATION TEST: CERAMIC VOLUME EVADED VERSUS TIME AND COMPARISON TO SPT 100
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FIGURE 4.6 - DIRECT OPTICAL MEASUREMENT OF THE THICKNESS VARIATION DURING LONG DURATION TEST
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5. ENGINEERING MODEL DESCRIPTION

In parallel to this test programme performed on The main one is the drastic shortening of the
A5 prototype, a preliminary design of an buffer chamber which allows to have a more
Engineering Model was performed. This model compact design (mass saving -500g) and to
is presented on fig. 5.1, it is functionally manufacture a single piece ceramic chamber (as
similar to the prototype tested during long in SPT 100 design), the anode and gas
duration test in what concern: distributor remain separate parts-
* the dimensions of the discharge channel, A simplification, of the front part of the magnet
* distance between anode and output, circuit and its external coil has been also made
* gap to magnetic circuit, in order to reduce the external diameter (4153
* number of ampere x turn, mm) this modification has been verified using a
* ceramic length. finite element software (FLUX2D) for
Some modifications and simplifications have calculation of the magnetic field in the
been implemented in order to ease the discharge chamber and comparison to the A5
manufacturing and after testing on the prototype version.
their validity.

I

FIGURE 5.1 - E.M. DESIGN

6. DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES TO
ACHIEVE QUALIFICATION

The activities for the development of a new minimum of change at propulsion subsystem,
thruster include in parallel: and in particular at PPU level.
* the anode block definition designing and This is the reason for keeping the same

manufacturing, technology and architecture of cathode and
* the cathodes (x 2) suited to thruster XFC.

performances development, An overall time schedule of the development
* the Xenon Flow Control system. programme is presented on fig. 6.1.
These activities are performed with K.B.
FAKEL in order to keep as much as possible This programme is managed in order to be
the heritage of SPT 100: the objective is to compatible with the technological spacecraft
design the M2 in order to achieve the STENTOR flight.
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